Wild About Winter: At-Home Activities

Cold Clues: Winter Animal Tracks…
While many animals hibernate in the winter, some
are just as active as ever. Looking for clues can tell
you a story about which animals are in the
neighborhood, and what they’re up to. Plus, the
snow offers a unique way of preserving the
stories—at least until the weather warms up!
Here are some hot tips for cold-weather tracking:
Use Your Senses!
Like any good detective, you’ll want to make sure you’re paying attention to
the world around you. Do you SEE anything on the ground or in a tree? HEAR an
animal rustling in the leaves? TOUCH a footprint—is it totally frozen? What does
that tell you about its age? Is that wintergreen? Crush one of the leaves and give
it a SMELL. (*Best to leave your sense of TASTE for cocoa when you get home).
Watch for Things Animals Leave Behind
Just because you don’t see animal tracks in the snow doesn’t mean they haven’t
been there. Look for clues like things they’ve chewed on, or food scraps they’ve
left. No turkey prints? What about a feather? And scat (animal poop) is often left
even after the snow melts!
Search for Details and Patterns
No claw marks? Could it be a canine? What can tracks that are far apart tell you
about how fast an animal was moving? What might it mean if rabbit tracks
intersected with fox tracks and stopped abruptly? (Lunch for a fox, perhaps)?
Paying close attention to details such as paw direction and placement can help
paint a picture of what happened.
Use Helpful Tools
Don’t leave home without your animal tracks guide (printed or digital)! A ruler
can be essential when distinguishing large and small animal prints, and a
magnifying glass will help you zoom in on details that solve the mystery.
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Winter Tracking Scavenger Hunt
Squirrel Tracks

Cracked acorns

Turkey Tracks

Deer Scat

Cottontail Rabbit
Tracks

Object an animal
chewed

Coyote Tracks

Animal Burrow or Den

Bright Winter Berries

Raccoon Scat

Evergreen Needles

Human Tracks!

